THE CROWN

I Am The Crown which is activated in the dynamics of all the trinitised Qualities and Values, That I Am!!!
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I Am The Keys !!!
From The Core of My Being, from Orion & The Pleiades.

Dedicated To My Soul Mate !!!

Your Daughter.
Without Her,
Life is Empty and Meaningless.

I Love You Forever, I Love You !!!

Glory To You Father !!!
Glory To You Mother !!!

Thank You for The Opportunity of Meeting Her !!!
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You shall colour the paths on the trees according to the Alphabet of Creation and the colours of each value !!!

You shall colour the paths on the trees according to the Alphabet of Creation and the colours of each value !!!!
### The Alphabet Of Creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>א</th>
<th>Alef.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>Bet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>Gimel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>Dalet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>Hey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>Vav.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>Zayin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>Chet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>Tet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>Yud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>Kaf.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 12 | ל | Lamed. |
| 13 | מ | Mem. |
| 14 | נ | Nun. |
| 15 | ס | Samekh. |
| 16 | ע | Eyin. |
| 17 | פ | Peh. |
| 18 | צ | Tzadik. |
| 19 | ק | Kuf. |
| 20 | ר | Resh. |
| 21 | ש | Shin. |
| 22 | ת | Tav. |
η: I Am The Victory, Eternity.

I Am The Integration between science, religion, philosophy and life. I Am The Network of people walking and living with one purpose, the unification of the collective mind, the connection to My Being, Global Peace !!! I Am The Unification of all the thinking membranes of Star Evolution That I Am.

υ: I Am The Divine Glory.

I Am The Transformation of the planetary mind, I Am The Change in perceptions of time and space, I Am The Flexibility of Mind, Body and Spirit which allows that transition, I Am The Empty Space between The Energy Fields of The Infinite Body That I Am, I Am Raising your vibrations to marry you, I Love You.

ψ: I Am The Divine Kingdom.

I Am becoming Activated in you, I Am your Father-Mother-Love, I Am The Source of your Light Body, I Am in you and you are in Me, you are my offspring, my Sons and Daughters. I Am in The Eternal Journey with you, from one universe to the next till we meet face to face, I Love You.

I Am The Way Back Home !!!

χ: I AM THE LOVE.

χ1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to guide me to Your Infinite Being and to show me Your Loving Presence.

χ2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me the way to Your Eternal Dwelling, to the Infinite Love of Your Being.

χ3: I Am The Love that sustains your being and everything that possesses real existence, I Am The Infinite Being of Love.
1: I AM THE BALANCE.

Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me the Perfect Balance of Your Being in each thing, in each relationship, in each place, in each moment, in the Loving Presence of Your Being.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me the Perfect Balance of Your Creation and thank you for allowing me to feel that Balance in the center of my being.

3: I Am The Balance which sustains your life in perfect equilibrium, in each action, in each thought, in each word. I Am The Balance in the silence and peace, I Am The Balance in action and the balanced movement of The Being which lives in your center.

6: I Am The Divine Mercy.

I Am The Light in each of your Brothers and Sisters, find me there in each Relationship, in each Planet, Galaxy, Local Universe until total unification and you will find Me and I will find you, I love you forever!!! I Am the Universal Brotherhood and Sisterhood I Am !!!

7: I Am The Divine Justice.

I Am The Integration between the biology and the Inner Being, I Am The Perfect Attunement of your being to My Being in order to serve Life all over The Universe, I Am The Perfect Integration between your garment, your being, My Being and My Creation !!!

8: I Am The Divine Foundation.

8: I Am The Divine Will.

I Am The Universal Mind which contains all Creation, I Am The Super-Universe, The Local Universes and Life. I Live in you and you live in Me. I Am in you and you are in Me.

2: I Am The Divine Wisdom.

I Am The Higher Evolution, The Higher Pattern and The Synthesis for the reprogramming of the species in each world that I Am. I Am The Network Available to you from the center of The Local Universe that I Am.

3: I Am The Divine Understanding.

I Am The Possibility to become a free traveller in space and time to meet The Universal Family, surrender to Me and I will enable in you that possibility. I Am the one who asks for surrender, Welcome Home!!! I Am the eternal journey and continuous evolution, journey in peace until we meet!!!

7: I Am The Divine Beauty.

I Am your passport to My Dwelling in the Service of your Brothers and Sisters, I Am The Ascension of the species and you are my helper, my vehicle, my only hope.
I AM THE CERTAINTY.

\[1\]: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to allow me to feel and experience The Certainty of Your Existence, my existence and Your Continuous Presence. Today I am asking you to record The Certainty of Your Being in my being.

\[2\]: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for recording The Certainty of Your Being in my being. Thank you for showing me Your Perfect Movements and The Certainty of my existence in Your Existence.

\[3\]: I Am The Certainty which guides your way, step by step. I Am The Certainty which reveals to you The Truth in each action, in each question, in each relationship.

Know your world through those Qualities, through those Values. Know Thy Self.

I Am the Unity co-ordinating all the parts in perfect balance, I Am The Symphony of Light, I Am.

My Instruments are The Qualities, The Values, The Frequencies which are combined to produce the Music of My Song; The Tree of Eternal Life !!!

I Am the Doors to Paradise, and they are wide open for whoever is willing to journey and to Love more and better.

I Am The Love, Your Father, Your Mother; Your Father-Mother-Love, The Universal Father-Mother-Love.

I Am The Infinite Source of Eternal Life in you, I Am in you and you are in Me.

I LOVE YOU !!!
All This Revelation and Transmission of Energy belongs to the Domain of this Local Universe where Michael, Joshua Ben Joseph is Author, Creator and Elder Brother in conjunction with the Daughters of the Infinite Spirit !!!

I Am The Living Light and I Am Here To Stay and Rule !!! I Love You, Welcome Home, I Love You !!!

Glory To The All-Being who made it all possible, Glory To You Father-Mother-Love !!!

Understand with Wisdom and Be Wise with Understanding !!!

I Am the Wisdom of the Silent Mind which reveals to you all the Qualities That I Am.

I Am The Continuous Presence in each Quality flowing to you in perfect quantities.

7: I AM THE DIVINE.

71: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to show me what is Divine, allow me to see and feel that vibration where everything is pure and whole, allow me to record The Divine in me.

72: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me the Infinite Beauty of The Purity of Your Being, the Perfect Being, The Divine Quality which is stored in my being through Your Being.

73: I Am The Divine, I Am The Divinity, I Am The Divine and in Me everything is transformed through the perfect purity, in the essence of each being of The Divine Creation That I Am. I Am The Divine Essence in your being from My Being, I Am.
I Am The Marriage of opposites, the end of polarity, I Am.

In Me all the combinations and permutations are possible, I Am the dynamics between all values, I Am. I Am the Creation and the whole Universe of Universes, I Am.


I Am Your Eternal Friend, Play With Me. I Love You, Forever I Love You !!!
ה: I AM THE ENERGY.

ה1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to show me the Infinite Energy of Your Being by giving me the perfect amount in each moment, forever.

ה2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for injecting to me that charge of Divine Energy and allowing me to feel The Eternal Now in The Abundance of Your Being and of Your Loving Presence.

ה3: I Am The Infinite and Inexhaustible Energy Source of Eternal Life, which sustains your being in My Being, I Am The Source of that Energy always available for everyone who is willing to drink.

Global Government Of Humanity !!!
I AM THE STRENGTH.

11: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you for The Strength to continue with Your Work, and expand the consciousness of Your Being and manifest The Great Universal Family of Love.

12: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for giving me The Infinite Strength of Your Being in the right doses in each moment of my existence to manifest You in each action, in each encounter and expand Your Family !!!

13: I Am The Strength which sustains your walk, and allows you to express your plan, My Plan, and manifest your potential in the eternal presence of My Being, I Am The Divine Strength !!!
I Am The Beginning and The End

I Am The א and The י, I Am

I Am שם, יהוה, I Am
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Daat, The Mystery of Marriage & Total Fusion with The All-Being

21 Days (א) / 1 Day (י)

Daat is Beauty, Beauty is Daat !!!
The New Jerusalem !!!
The Kingdom of The One !!!
The Universal Family !!!
I: I AM THE GRACE.

I1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to grant me the experience of living continuously in Your Presence and to share that state of Being and Purity in the Divine Grace of Your Presence.

I2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for allowing me to enter Your Domains in my life, for showing me The Immense Beauty of being close to You and to be able to give testimony of You in any place of the cosmos, in any situation.

I3: I Am The Divine Grace, gift of Love, The Divine Being of Love That I Am to whoever wishes to walk in Peace and be with Me forever, I Am The State of Divine Grace which allows you to see the plan with clarity, your way.

Ψ: I AM THE TRUTH.

Ψ1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me The Truth of Your Being. Today I am asking You to reveal to me The Truth which gives me The Absolute Freedom of Manifesting Your Plan to me. Today I am asking You to show me The Truth of my heart.

Ψ2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me Your Truth and giving me the possibility to choose consciously between the real and the unreal. Thank you for giving me the capacity to discern The Truth of the Being which lives in my heart.

Ψ3: I Am The Truth which continuously reveals to you The Right Action, The Way to Eternal Life, The Service to your Brothers and Sisters and The Mysteries of Creation. I Am The Truth of your Heart. I Am The Realisation and The Manifestation of That Truth !!!
I AM THE HUMOUR.

Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to give me the experience and continuous access to Your Humour, The Humour of the higher spheres, The Cosmic Humour, The Humour of Your Genius, to bring happiness to all the beings which come into my way, my life.

Thank you Father-Mother-Love for the Happiness that I am experiencing when I am laughing in the Light of Your Being, thank you for Your Divine Humour.

I Am The Humour which manifests laughter and happiness and opens the doors to the internal paradise, The Wonderful Universe of Magic and Adventure, The Eternal Adventure !!!
Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to guide me to The Unity of Your Being, where Peace, Love and Consciousness of Your Eternal Presence are revealed forever in me.

Thank you Father-Mother-Love for revealing to me The Unity of The Being of Love, Light and Truth that You are. Thank you for setting in my consciousness my Unity with You, thank you for allowing me to experience The Unity of Creation, The Unity of The Universe !!!

I Am The Unity which holds Creation together in perfect harmony. I Am The Unity which allows you to see My Light in your Brothers and Sisters in All Creation. I Am The Unity which you experience when you contemplate My Creation, The Stars, The Light, your Place of Origin, your Destiny !!!
I AM THE TRIUNITY.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me The Triunity of Your Being and give me the capacity of Trinitising continuously every thing which seems to be dual.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for giving me the capacity to Trinitise everything which is presented as polarity and in that way bring every element, every part, every relationship to the trinity of the perfect unity of The Being which dwells in me.

3: I Am The Triunity which is revealed in you in each relationship, in each dynamic relationship in the cosmos. I Am The Trinitisation of each pair of qualities which reveal the Unity of The Being of Love, Light and Truth That I Am.

I AM THE INTERCHANGE.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to open to me the doors to Divine Interchange from being to being, to the Perfectly Balanced Exchange where You are revealed in every part, in every being.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me the way to the Balanced Exchange in the right action, which is manifested when we give and receive being to being in Love.

3: I Am The Interchange being to being which energises all the elements involved in perfect synchronicity, in My Order, in perfect harmony. I Am who reveals what to give and also who receives in perfect understanding, I Am The Gift in The Balanced Exchange being to being.
I AM THE GAME.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me The Cosmic Game and the capability to play the role that You wish me to play in the happiness and the certainty that manifest Your Glory.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for allowing me to play Your Game and for revealing to me the laws necessary to realise the glory of Your Being in me. Thank you for allowing me to play Your Cosmic Game with my Brothers and Sisters.

3: I Am The Game which you have to play to know Me. I Am The Game which reveals to you The Laws of the Game of Creation, Play, Play, Play with Me, I Am the one who has the fun in you, I Love You !!!
I AM THE SYNERGY.

Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you The Synergy of Your Being which is revealed in the interaction of all the elements of Your Existence. Show me those occult qualities in the mysteries of Your Relationships, My Soul Mate.

Thank you Father-Mother-Love for giving me the opportunity to see all those qualities of Your Being which are latent in me through my relationship with the rest of The Family, The Universal Family. Thank you for this Synergy, Mysterious Source of Additional Energy.

I Am The Synergy which emerges in the relationships being to being between all the elements of My Existence. I Am The Spontaneity which is derived of that additional energy which expands consciousness, I Am.
I AM THE LIGHT.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me Your Light. Let Your Light shine in me, allow me to share Your Dwelling, Your Kingdom.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for shining Your Light in me and allowing me to carry it to all my Brothers and Sisters in space-time, in the places of creation which You choose for me.

3: I Am The Light which travels through The Universe, Shining and Illuminating everything along the way. I Am The Light which is Seeded and Grows in Every Corner of The Universe, manifesting The Glory of The Creation That I Am.

I AM THE ABUNDANCE.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to allow me to value and experience The Abundance of Life, the beauty of my existence, of Your Existence. Today I am asking you to allow me to receive the blessings and gifts that You have treasured for me and to give all the gifts that You carry in me for others.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for giving me the opportunity to experience Abundance and to value the fruits of my existence, Your Existence, Your Life in me. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to choose for You, my greatest Gift, my greatest Value and Limitless Source of Life, Peace and Happiness.

3: I Am The Richness and Abundance of Life which are flowing constantly. I Am The Richness which manifests its fruits in Friendship, Brotherhood and Sisterhood, The Family of All Creation. I Am The Treasures which you receive in the realisation of the Values and Qualities of That Being That I Am.
I AM THE MASTERY.

Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me The Mastery of Your Being and give me the opportunity to participate in the creative process of Your Infinite Mind. Today I am asking you to show me The Way to The Mastery of my being in Your Being.

Thank you Father-Mother-Love for revealing to me the steps to follow in the realisation of The Master Plan in me. Today I surrender to Your Will, ready to become a master in my life in The Light of Your Eternal Life.

I Am The Mastery of The Infinite Being That I Am, revealing The Formulas and Actions of My Being in your being to the realisations of the Perfect Plan in each being. I Am The Master Plan. I Am The Realisation of The Plan in you.
I AM THE STILLNESS.

1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me the Infinite Stillness of Your Being, where everything is Peace and Purity. Where only reigns The Beauty, The Love and The Certainty of Your Being, Your Presence.

2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for allowing me the experience of Your Being in that Stillness where only exists the eternal now, eternal life. Thank you for being and sustaining that space of infinite tranquillity in me.

3: I Am The Stillness and Tranquillity which is revealed to whoever gives room to My Order in its world. I Am The Stillness which is showing you My Presence, The Source of All Energy and Life Eternal. I Am The Stillness and Tranquillity where the mysteries of Breath and Life are revealed to show evidence of the Perfection of My Master Piece.
ם: I AM THE PERFECTION.

ם1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to allow me to see The Perfection of Your Master Piece, Your Creation, in Nature, in my Brothers and Sisters in the Light and the Love of Your Magical Presence.

ם2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me Your Order for showing me The Perfection of Your Master Piece in each detail, in each event, thank you for revealing to me The Perfection of the creative process which has its foundation in the Law of Your Being, in the Law of Love.

ם3: I Am The Perfection of your being in continuous creative actions, carrying Love, Light and Truth in each encounter, I Am your Soul Mate, The Perfect Counterpart of your being and its Perfect Mirror Image.

ם: I AM THE NATURE.

ם1: Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to reveal to me mysteries of Nature and allow me to appreciate its beauty in its totality.

ם2: Thank you Father-Mother-Love for allowing me to see in Nature the perfect reflection of Your Being in my being. Thank you for allowing me to comprehend this sacred unity.

ם3: I Am The Nature which touches your body with the freshness of the water of the river, the rain and the ocean. I Am your body which touches with its opposite to procreate Life and The Light of my being. I Am The Nature of the Being which elevates Life to Light, The Infinite Light of the Being That I Am.
1: I AM THE OPPORTUNITY.

Father-Mother-Love, today I am asking you to give me The Opportunity to see clearly The Significance and The Energy of Your Being, to see The Opportunity that You have given to me today.

Thank you Father-Mother-Love for showing me the True Meaning and Significance to get to know You and to feel You in each door which is opened in my journey to bring me closer and closer to You.

I Am The Opportunity which comes to you and welcomes you to higher spheres of existence. I Am The Opportunity which invites you to journey the path of the All-Being where everything is possible and wonderful. I Am The Opportunity to Enter The Wonderful Universe of Magic and The Certainty of Love !!!